Skansen Kennel's Sylvia flammarstrom, an
AKC Breeder of Merit, has been named the
Working Group Honoree for the 2o1b AI(C
Breed"er of the Year Award!
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- Dennis Sprung, AKC President and CEO.

Sylvia will be honored at the AKc/Eukanuba

National Championship in Orlando, Florida this
f)ecember.
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The Schnauzeri A Working Breed
Every dog has a distinct personality based on its breed.

The American Kennel Club uses Working Dogs to describe breeds who were originally bred for
jobs other than herding or hunting. Dogs of the Working Group were bred to perform such jobs
as guarding property, pulling sleds and performing water rescues. They have been invaluable
assets to man throughout the ages. Quick to learn, these intelligent, capable animals make solid
companions.

According to the AKC, the working group is'A diverse graup skilled in a number of disciplines,
most working breeds ore robust, intelligent and headstrong, often unsuitable for novice owners.
Mode up of guordions of livestock and property, police dogs, sled dogs and rescue dogs, these
workers come in all shapes ond sizes, from the stondard schnauzer to the Greot Dqne. But for
the most port, these ore large, powerful dogs."

Todag, Schnauzers are verA popular as therapg d"ogs, visiting old age hovnes and
hospitals, amd as great covnpanions helping disabled veterans find peace- Skansen has

donated several schmauzers for this purpose with great success. Theg at e also popu{at,

with farnilies and children as theg are fairlg active and, will swivn, retrieve or plag ball
alt dag. Theg at e natural guard.ians bg the tivne theg vwature at 1-.5-2 gears old and.
can be trusted to wake gou if sovwething is not norvvtal like a ffre, sottureo^e having a
heat t attack, and of course here in California if there is about to be an earthquake!
-Sglvia

The Giant Schnauzer voriations are (from left to right): The American Style, the German/medium P/S Style & the P/S
American Style.

